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Abstract—Non-terrestrial networks (NTNs), particularly satel-
lite networks, are key factors for ubiquitous connectivity in
today’s 5G terrestrial networks (TNs) and future 6G networks.
They can bring great benefits, but also great challenges. The
direct-to-cell (D2C) connectivity use case, i.e., direct connectivity
from satellites to common terrestrial low-gain user terminals
(UTs), such as handheld or IoT devices, is currently gaining
strong interest. This paper focuses on innovative distributed
implementations of the space segment using swarms of multiple
small platforms, each embedding one or a subset of radiat-
ing elements. They are organized with regular or irregular
geometries and greater distance between radiating elements,
creating large virtual antenna array apertures. The use of small
satellites promises reduced production and launch costs, while
the distributed nature of the system provides attractive features,
such as scalability and fault tolerance. This paper analyzes the
multi-beam performance of two distributed implementations,
comparing the results with a single platform implementation.
Distributed implementations present a better performance in
terms of average summed throughput, user throughput, and
throughput density. An analysis of worst-case user throughput
reveals that distributed implementations based on irregular
geometries capable of mitigating grating lobes provide slightly
lower average performance of measured key performance indi-
cators (KPIs), but greater fairness than the implementation based
on regular geometries. Swarm-based antenna arrays appear as
a promising solution for the D2C connectivity use case.

Index Terms—6G, non-terrestrial network (NTN), distributed
satellite system (DSS), satellite swarm, CubeSat, phased antenna
array, ELSA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Academia, industry, and standardization bodies are paving
the way for the next generation of communication networks,
6G. Although there are different visions, all of them are
considering as a fundamental requirement, the ubiquitous
connectivity. For this reason, the integration between terrestrial
networks (TNs) and non-terrestrial networks (NTNs) is a
key enabler of 6G [1]. NTNs comprise multiple layers, but
satellite networks definitely represent the most important one
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to achieve global coverage. The direct-to-cell (D2C) con-
nectivity, i.e., direct connectivity from satellites to common
terrestrial low-gain user terminals (UTs), such as handheld
or Internet of things (IoT) devices, is a use case of great
interest. Low-frequency bands (UHF/L/S), low Earth orbit
(LEO) constellations, and new space segment architectures are
mandatory building blocks to achieve the target link budget
and limit the performance gap with TNs [2]. Previous LEO
constellations, such as Iridium or Globalstar, can only provide
limited services, such as the emergency service available on
Apple smartphones. Big firms and new companies are entering
the D2C business by proposing different approaches, such as
the joint venture between Starlink and T-Mobile, Lynk Global,
and AST SpaceMobile [3]. Despite the trend towards larger
satellite antenna aperture, which brings with it new mechanical
challenges and increased production and launch costs, current
plans promise low data rate or basic two-way services that
are far from the requirements of current and future mobile
generation networks. For these reasons, the space segment
needs to be redesigned to enhance the performance of NTNs.

The current technological trend for LEO satellite anten-
nas uses direct radiating array (DRA) architectures based
on phased antenna array solutions, in which the radiating
elements are usually organized in a regular geometry (e.g.
rectangular) spaced by a uniform distance, usually around
half the wavelength (classical implementation). This paper
is based on an alternative distributed satellite system (DSS)
configuration. The classical implementation is decomposed in
a swarm of multiple small platforms (e.g. CubeSats), each
equipped with one or a small number of radiating elements,
spaced much more than half the wavelength to create a
large virtual aperture. Swarm platforms are connected using
a wireless or wired connection and coordinated to achieve
the coherent transmission and reception of signals (distributed
implementation). The use of small satellites promises cost
reduction for production and launch. In addition, the dis-
tributed nature of the system provides interesting features,
such as scalability and fault tolerance. The benefits of swarms
for D2C are also envisioned in [4]. Numerous research and
space flight demonstrations have been conducted on DSS
for different fields of application like astronomy, deep-space
communications, meteorology, and environmental uses [5].
Most missions have been conducted with a limited number of
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Fig. 1. High-level representation of a Massive/Multi-User MIMO downlink
scenario with beamforming capabilities.

satellites, but in recent decades research has been considering
systems with an increasing number of satellites, especially
with the advent of small satellites [6], [7]. Swarms have
also been considered in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
[8] and for beaming solar power to Earth from Space [9].
DSS configurations for communication purposes have been
recently considered in [10]–[12] but using higher frequencies
and more powerful UTs. A DSS cluster configuration for D2C
constellations is proposed in [13] while a formation of arrays
for D2C considering geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) and LEO
scenarios is proposed in [14]. The single beam performance of
swarm-based antenna arrays has been addressed in [15], [16],
where the role of geometries in large virtual antenna apertures
for grating lobe mitigation has been investigated. The work in
[16] also addressed the main challenges of satellite swarms
for D2C. Synchronization and formation-keeping strategies
(formation flying) emerged as important aspects together with
the need to attest the potential of swarms in multi-beam
scenarios.

This paper focuses on the multi-beam analysis of satellite
swarm-based antenna arrays for D2C connectivity in 6G
NTNs under the assumption of perfect synchronization and a
stable swarm formation flying. The classical implementation
(single platform) is compared with two different distributed
implementations (swarms) using the same number of radiating
elements and the same total transmitted power. It is also
emphasized that distributed implementations overcome the
classical implementations in terms of summed throughput, user
throughput, and throughput density. A distributed implemen-
tation capable of mitigating the grating lobes provides as well

URA ELSA/LSA

Fig. 2. Array geometries considered in the analysis, URA commonly used
in classical implementations and ELSA particularly suitable for distributed
implementations due to the grating lobes mitigation capability [16].

a fairer allocation of resources.
The rest of the paper is organized in three sections. Section

II describes the system model, the beamforming method, the
user scheduling, and the key performance indicators (KPIs).
Section III presents the system parameters and the simulation
results. Finally, Section IV states the conclusion and an
outlook on future works.

II. SYSTEM MODEL, BEAMFORMING AND KPIS

A. System model

The high-level representation of the system under analysis
is shown in Fig. 1. A Massive/Multi-User MIMO downlink
scenario with beamforming at the space segment is considered.
The space segment is composed of an array with N radiating
elements providing communication on its defined service area
on the ground. The service area is limited by the maximum
scan angle θs and it is subdivided into a fixed-grid of Nc cells.
The array can generate multiple beams, each pointing to a cell
center to cover the cell area and using the whole bandwidth,
i.e., full frequency reuse (FFR) is assumed. The system con-
siders the user set U of U single antenna UTs distributed in the
service area. In a given time slot, a scheduling algorithm maps
a subset of K≤ U users in U such that each user of this subset
is associated with a different cell/beam among the possible
Nc cells/beams of the fixed-grid. Therefore, it is assumed that
users assigned to the same cell/beam are multiplexed in a time
frame with multiple slots. The k-th UT position on the ground
is identified by the couple (θk, ϕk), representing the signal
angle of departure (AoD) from the array center in space to
the respective position on the ground.

The symbol vector x ∈ C(K×1) is transmitted
over a line-of-sight (LOS) channel under clear sky
conditions described by the far-field complex baseband
channel matrix H = [h1, ...,hK ]T ∈ C(K×N),
where hk = [hk,1, ..., hk,N ]T ∈ C(N×1) contains the
channel coefficients between the N radiating elements
and the k-th scheduled UT. Beams are generated
via a beamforming/precoding operation described
by the matrix W = [w1, ...,wK ] ∈ C(N×K) with
wk = [wk,1, ..., wk,N ]T ∈ C(N×1). The received signal
vector y ∈ C(K×1) on the ground can be written as

y = HWx + n , (1)
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Fig. 3. Example of an operational scenario in which U=20 users are
distributed within the service area. Users are mapped into K=13 cells of
the fixed-grid with the smallest quadratic distance between the user’s position
and the center of the cell.

where n ∈ C(K×1) denotes the vector with K samples of
circularly symmetric additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
having zero mean and unitary variance (due to the presence
of the noise power as scaling factor in the channel definition),
i.e., CN (0, 1).

1) Space segment: The array of N radiating elements in
the space segment operates in LEO, UHF/L/S frequency band,
and with a limited available power. The radiating elements are
considered identical with beam pattern g(el,tx)(θk) and maxi-
mum gain G

(el,tx)
max as in [17]. The array can be implemented

in two different ways:
Classical implementation (c-) embeds the N radiating ele-

ments on a single platform. It represents a phased antenna
array with regular geometry and a common inter-element
distance, typically d ≈ λc

2 , where λc is the wavelength
of the carrier signal;

Distributed implementation (d-) considers multiple small
platforms each embedding one or a subset of radiating
elements (this analysis focuses on the case where each
radiating element is installed on a separate platform).
Platforms can be organized in a regular or irregular
geometry but with a large inter-element distance d ≫ λc

2 .
In this paper, the classical implementation of the array consid-
ers only the URA geometry, while distributed implementations
consider URA and ELSA geometries. Fig. 2 shows the two
geometries. The analyzed URA is a square geometry of√
N ×

√
N radiating elements with uniform inter-element

distance, and N a square number. The ELSA is a family of
array geometry defined in [15], [16] based on the initial con-
cept from [18], [19] using the Fermat’s spiral. The particular
ELSA geometry considered in this work is equivalent to the
logarithmic spiral array (LSA) defined in [18].

2) Ground segment: The service area is subdivided into a
fixed-grid of Nc cells starting from a hexagonal lattice. This is
a common engineering practice to simplify the planning and
design of a cellular system because the hexagon approaches a
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the normalized array factor between a classical
implementation of the space segment using the URA geometry and two
distributed implementations using URA and ELSA [16] geometry respectively.

circular shape that is the ideal power coverage area [20]. The
radius of the cells inside the fixed-grid is based on the average
half-power beam width (HPBW) of the space segment array
in the defined service area. Different array implementations
have different grids.

The user set U is uniformly generated inside the service
area, assumed to be circular, using the disk point picking
method described in [21]. The users are handheld devices,
i.e. smartphones, or industrial IoT devices. Each user embeds
a single low-performance omnidirectional antenna with gain
Grx. Fig. 3 shows an illustrative circular service area with the
fixed-grid of cells (continuous gray circles), and several users.

3) Channel model: The channel model considers the pres-
ence of the LOS component in a clear sky condition. The
channel vector (normalized to the noise power) is

hk =
g(el,tx)(θk)ak(θk, ϕk)G

rx Lfs(θk)√
κB T rx

e−j2π
r(θk)

λc (2)

where ak(θk, ϕk) is the array steering vector associated with
the array geometry computed at the UT position. The free-
space attenuation is defined as Lfs(θk) =

λc

4πr(θk)
. The value

r(θk) is the slant range between the generic k-th UT position
on the ground and the array reference system center in the
space segment. The noise power is calculated considering the
Boltzmann constant κ, the UT noise temperature T rx, and the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal B.

B. Beamforming and user scheduling

Considering the system model defined above, it is possible
to delve into the operational aspects of the system, particularly
the method considered for generating multiple beams and the
association between users and beams.

1) Beamforming: The beamforming strategy considered is
based on the maximum-ratio transmission (MRT) [22], and
expressed as

W =

√
NP

(el,tx)
max

K
·Ab ∈ C(N×K). (3)



TABLE I
ARRAY IMPLEMENTATIONS PARAMETERS

Array davg Ae HPBWavg ravgc Nc

c-URA 0.50λc ≈0.4m2 ≈10.7◦ ≈47 km 7
d-URA 6.67λc ≈67.8m2 ≈0.78◦ ≈3.4 km 837
d-ELSA 6.67λc ≈83.7m2 ≈0.84◦ ≈3.7 km 745

The array steering matrix Ab =
[
ab1 , ...,a

b
K

]
∈ C(N×K)

collects the array steering vectors, where abk is calculated by
considering the central position of the k-th active beam on the
ground and ∥abk∥2 = 1. The multiplicative scalar on the left
side of (3) represents the square root value of the ratio of the
maximum transmission power to the number of active beams.
The total power of the array is calculated as the product of the
number of radiating elements (N ) and the power per radiating
element (P (el,tx)

max ). More active beams reduce the power per
beam but increase the spatial multiplexing gain. On the other
hand, less active beams are more advantageous in terms of
power per beam. Furthermore, the design of the matrix W
takes into account the per-antenna power constraint (PAPC)
[23], ensuring that each radiating element does not exceed the
available power, a mandatory requirement, especially for the
distributed implementation of the space segment.

2) User scheduling: A low-complexity approach is con-
sidered for user scheduling following the pragmatic approach
described in [24]. Firstly, U users of the user set U are assigned
to the K cells of the fixed-grid with the smallest quadratic
distance between the user position and the center of the cell.
Secondly, the array in the space segment activates K beams
directed at the center positions of the cells with assigned users.
However, in each time slot, only K users can be served.
Therefore, it is assumed that users assigned to the same
cell/beam are multiplexed in a time frame with multiple slots.
The value Nu

k represents the number of users multiplexed over
the considered time frame on the same k-th cell/beam. Fig. 3
shows an example where K=13 beams (dashed red circles)
are activated to serve U=20 users distributed in the service
area (purple dots). Users assigned to the same beam share the
available resources equally over time.

C. KPIs

In the developed system model, the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the scheduled k-th UT is

SINRk =
|hT

kwk|2

1 +
∑

k′ ̸=k |hT
kwk′ |2

. (4)

The channel capacity per UT can be calculated using the
truncated Shannon formula used by 3GPP in several technical
reports. The expression adapted for the defined system is

Ck =


1

Nu
k
αB log2(1 + SINRmax) SINRk > SINRmax

0 SINRk < SINRmin

1
Nu

k
αB log2(1 + SINRk) otherwise,

(5)

TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Description Parameter Value
Number of Monte Carlo runs Nmc 1000
Number of elements N 100
Element max gain G

(el,tx)
max 5dBi

Element max power P
(el,tx)
max 0.35W

LEO altitude hLEO 500 km
Max scan angles θs [−10◦, 10◦]
DL center frequency fc 2.185GHz
DL bandwidth B 30MHz
DL wavelength λc 0.137m
UT antenna gain Grx 0dBi
UT noise temperature T rx 290K

where SINRmin = −10 dB, SINRmax = 30dB, and the
implementation loss coefficient α = 0.6. These choices
represent baseline link level performance parameters for the
5G new radio (NR). Moreover, the normalization by 1

Nu
k

is
necessary since k-th user shares the beam with other Nu

k users
multiplexed over the considered time frame.

Based on (5) the system performance is evaluated in terms
of:

• Average sum throughput T avg
sum (Mbps): sum of the chan-

nel capacity of all the links between the array and users;
• Average user throughput T avg

user (Mbps): the ratio between
the summed throughput and the number of active users;

• Worst-case user throughput Tworst
user (Mbps): lowest

throughput among all users. It can be considered a
fairness metric of the system;

• Average throughput density T avg
density (Mbps/km2): the

ratio between the summed throughput and the total area
covered by the HPBW of active beams.

III. MULTI-BEAM ANALYSIS

A. System parameters

The considered space segment operates at a LEO altitude
hLEO = 500 km and with a service area defined by a scan
angle range θs ∈ [−10◦, 10◦]. Distributed implementations
assume a swarm of 1U CubeSats each embedding one ra-
diating element. These kinds of platforms generally have
0.7W of available power [25]. It is assumed that 50% of the
available power can be used to feed the radiating element.
Therefore, the transmission power per radiating element is
limited to P

(el,tx)
max = 0.35W. The single radiating element is

considered to be a wideband CubeSat antenna with maximum
gain G

(el,tx)
max = 5dBi. In terms of spectrum, the system

operates at center frequency fc = 2.185GHz and bandwidth
B = 30MHz according to the downlink NTN satellite band
n256 specified in [26].

The analysis considers three implementations of the array.
A classical implementation with a regular URA geometry
(c-URA) and conventional inter-element distance d = λc

2
(approximately 7 cm at the selected frequency) and two dis-
tributed implementations with inter-element distance of d =
6.67λc (approximately 1m at the selected frequency). The
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Fig. 5. Simulation results comparison of the c-URA, d-URA, and d-ELSA in terms of average sum throughput (a), average user throughput (b), worst-case
user throughput (c), and average throughput density (d). Distributed implementations overcome the classical one.

first distributed implementation considers the URA geometry
(d-URA), while the second considers the ELSA geometry
(d-ELSA). All three array implementations use N = 100
radiating elements. Table I collects the parameters of the three
array implementations under analysis, where Ae represents the
equivalent antenna aperture, and HPBWavg the average HPBW
of the specific array implementation in the defined service
area. Distributed implementations, thanks to their increased
virtual antenna aperture, can generate narrower beams. Fig. 4
shows a 2D cut on ϕk = 0 of the normalized array factor
for the three different implementations. As already shown in
[16], the ELSA geometry can mitigate the grating lobes present
in large-spaced regular geometries. Starting from the HPBW
and with simple geometrical considerations, the average cell
radius ravgc can be derived (Table I). Consequently, the fixed-
grid of cells can be defined based on the hexagonal pattern,
as in the example in Fig. 3. In addition, the UTs are handheld
or IoT devices with an omnidirectional antenna pattern and
gain Grx = 0dBi. Table II summarizes the main system
parameters.

B. Simulation results

The system has been numerically evaluated via Nmc = 1000
Monte Carlo trials. Fig. 5 show the results in terms of the
KPIs defined in Section II-C. The continuous lines were
calculated considering the truncated Shannon channel capacity
in (5) while the dashed lines represent the ideal best upper
bound of the performance computed neglecting the impact
of the inter-beam interference. It can be seen as a genie
beamforming technique capable of rejecting, for each beam,
all the interference generated by the other beams.

Fig. 5(a) shows the comparison in terms of average summed
throughput when increasing the number of users in the system.
Firstly, distributed implementations outperform the classical
implementation in all the simulated conditions, because they
can activate more beams in the service area. As shown in
Table I, distributed implementations have hundreds of possible
non-overlapping cells whereas the classical one generates only
a few beams. Secondly, the performance of the distributed
implementations decreases if the number of users becomes
too high, due to the increased interference coming from the



other beams and the reduced power per beam. Thirdly, the
performance of the classical implementation becomes con-
stant after a certain threshold. The classical implementation
quickly reaches the maximum number of overlapping cells
saturating the performance, therefore further users can only
be accommodated by multiplexing them in time, spreading
the same summed throughput over an increasing number of
users. Analogously, Fig. 5(b) shows the comparison in terms
of average user throughput. Also in this case, the performance
of the distributed implementations overcomes the classical
implementation. For the same reasons previously explained,
the performance gap between distributed and classical imple-
mentations reduces with the increase of the number of users.

Fig. 5(c) shows the results in terms of throughput density.
The distributed implementations provide performance from a
few Mbps/km2 to tens of Kbps/km2, while classical imple-
mentation quickly saturates to few Kbps/km2. Focusing on
the performance of the distributed implementations, the d-
URA always slightly overcomes the d-ELSA even if grating
lobes are present. It presents a narrower main beam compared
to the d-ELSA, and it alternates regions of the beam pattern
with high interference (grating lobes) and larger regions with
low interference. The d-ELSA mitigates the grating lobe by
spreading the interference in all the other parts of the beam
pattern instead (Fig. 4). When users are uniformly distributed
in the service area, it is more probable that they are generated
in the larger area with lower interference than in the smaller
area impacted by the grating lobes. Nevertheless, the impact
of the grating lobes can be visualized considering the worst-
case analysis of the user throughput shown in Fig. 5(d).
The d-ELSA overcomes the d-URA for most of the curve.
As the number of users increases the number of allocated
beams and the average level of interference increases and
becomes comparable to the grating lobes level, so after a
certain threshold the performance becomes equivalent.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper compares the multi-beam performance between
classical and distributed implementations of the space seg-
ment. Distributed implementations outperform the classical
ones in terms of average summed throughput, user through-
put, and throughput density. An analysis of worst-case user
throughput reveals that distributed implementations based on
irregular geometries capable of mitigating grating lobes (d-
ELSA) provide slightly lower average performance, but greater
fairness than the implementation based on regular geometries
(d-URA). This paper compares the results using a simple
beamforming scheme, but the upper bound provided shows
ample room for improvement. Future works will investigate
advanced distributed beamforming schemes to improve per-
formance while maintaining a low complexity.
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